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§0. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to give a direct proof of the Schwartz kernel
theorem for the Fourier hyperfunctions. The Schwartz kernel theorem for the
Fourier hyperfunctions means that with every Fourier hyperfunction K ir
<3(RniXR712) we can associate a linear map
Ji: <S{Rn*)―> 9'(Rni)
and vice versa, which is determined by
iJi(p,<py=K{(p^<p), (p^<S{Rni), <p(Ei{Rn*).
For the proof we apply the representation of the Fourier hyperfunctions as the
initialvalues of the smooth solutions of the heat equation as in [3] which im-
plies that if a C°°-solutionU(x, t) satisfiessome growth condition then we can
assign a unique compactly supported Fourier hyperfunction u(x) to U(x, t) (see
Theorem 1.4). Also we make use of the following real characterizations of the
space 3 of test functions for the Fourier hyperfunctions in [1, 3, 5J
g
r _ ＼da<p(x)＼expk＼x＼<oo for some h, &>0|
ty>eC°°|supl9(x)|exp^|x|<oo, sup|#£) exp/i|£|<oo
for some h, k>0＼
Also, we closely follow the direct proof of the Schwartz kernel theorem for
the distributions as in Hormander [21.
§1. Preliminaries
We denote by x=(xu xz)^Rn for x^Rni and x2^Rnz, and use the multi-
index notation; j≪j=ax+ -+≪B, 3≪=9ai-Sa≫ for a=(ai, ･･･,an)<=Nn0 where
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No is the set of nonnegative integers.
For f^LHRn) the Fourier transform / is definedby
M =
＼e-ix-tf(x)dx,
£el2re.
We firstgive two equivalent definitionsof the space 3 of test functions for
the Fourier hyperfunctions in [1, 3, 5] as follows:
Definition 1.1 ([3]). An infinitely differentiate function <pis in 3(Rn) if
there are positive constants h and k such that og34 *, where
or _L
<=r°°i i
＼da<p(x)＼expk＼x
<°o|
Definition 1.2 ([1]). The space 1 of test functions for the Fourier hyper-
functions consists of all C°°functions such that for some h, k>0
sup I<p(x)Iexp k |x |< oo ,
sup|0(£)|expA|£|<oo .
We denote by Et(x) the n-dimensional heat kernel;
f (47rO"n/2exp (- |x ＼2/40, t>0 ,
Et(x)={
10, t^O.
We now need the following Proposition 1.3 and Theorem 1.5 to prove the
Main theorem in §2.
Proposition 1.3 ([4]). There are positiveconstants C and a such that
|aaJBt(x)|^C|a|+1r(n+|a|)/2(a!)1/2exp(-a|x|2/40,
where a can be taken as close as desired to 1 and 0<a<l.
From Proposition 1.3 we can easily obtain the following
COROLLARY 1.4. There exist positiveconstants C, OO such that for every
£>0 and sufficientlysmall t>0
IEt(x)| c-i/s.s^C'e-^2 exp [e(l/*+ Ix |)] .
Proof. By Proposition 1.3 we can easily see that there exist positive con-
stants C rY~>0 such that fnireverv s>0
sup
a, x
＼d$Et(x―y)＼expe＼y＼
(Cs-1/2)|a|a!
^ C'£-re/2 exp (e/20 exp (2eH) exp £I x I
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In fact, we have
＼d%Et(x-y)＼
^C|a| +1r(B+la|)/2a!1/2exp(―a|x―;y 1740
^C|a| +1(e-1/2)|ais-B/2expe/2f[(n+|a|)!]1/2a!1/S!exp(-a|x-3;|740
<(V2Cs-1/2)|a| C'a! exp(-a＼x-y＼'/At).
Thus, we obtain that for every e>0 and small t>0
!£t(^--)|C£-i/2,^C'£-'l/2exp[£(l/7+Ui)],
which completes the proof.
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Theorem 1.5([3]). Let mg?' and T>0. Then U{x, t)=uy(E(x-y, t))is
a C°°functionin RnX(0, T) and satisfiesthe following:
(i ) (d/dt-A)U(x, 0=0 in RnX(0, T).
(ii) For every s>0 thereexistsa constantC>0 such that
＼U(x,OI^Cexp[s(lA+|x|)] in RnX(0, T).
(iii)lim£^0+U(x, t)=u in 3' i.e.,
r
u((p)= lim ＼U(x, t)w(x)dx , ro£3 .
£->0+ J
Conversely, every C°°function U{x, t)in RnX(O, T) satisfying (i) and (li)can
be expressed in the form U(x, t)=uy(E(x―y, t))with a unique element me?',
Theorem 1.6 ([3]). // (p^3(Rn) then it follows that <p*Et converges to <p
in cI(Rn) when t~+Q+.
We shall prove the associativity for convolution in $(Rn).
Theorem 1.7. // u<=S＼Rn) and <p,(p<BS(Rn) then
(u*<p)*<J)=u*(<p*<p).
The proof is an easy consequence of the following
Theorem 1.8. // (p<=3hvkl(Rn), (p<=h2ik2(Rn),then the Riemann sum
(1.1) 2 <p(x-js)sn4>(js)
converges to (p*<p(x)in ^hik when s-*Q for h>max{hu h2, 2V2}, &<min{&i, k2}.
Before proving Theorem 1.8 we show the following refinement of Definition
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1.2 which is the main theorem in [11
Lemma 1.9. Let h>2＼/2 and k>0. Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(i) ip^1h,k
(ii) sup* |<p(x)＼exp k |x |< oo
supx ＼da<p(x)＼£C(h/2VJVaia＼.
(1.2)
(1.3)
(iii) There exists an integer fl>2-%/2 such that
sup |<p{x)Iexp k |x |< co ,
sup|^(|)|exp(2V2"|^|/a/i)<oo .
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.1 in [1] that(ii)is a sufficientcondition
for <p<B3hik. So it sufficesto prove the implications (i)=4(iii)and (iii)=Xii)
(i)=Xiii): It sufficesto show (1.3). We obtain from (i) that
^Coh]a]a＼[exp(-k＼x＼)dx
^C1(ah/2V"2ya]a＼(2V2/aya^ for all a
where a>2V2. Hence
Sl/a!(2V2le!/a/0'"l|^)I^C1S(2V2/a)|ai<cx3
a a
Therefore we obtain (1.3).
(iii)=Xii): By Holder's inequality we have
iawr = -(2^≪s
(≪" ･≪£"#£)# 14"
= 727^"S(ll|lal|^(|1/2)4a^(Jl^)|2<I/4<I"1^)4a
I£I4a|ai
"Cs?Pexp^T||T7/0
^CW2vT)4a|al(a!)4a.
Thus we obtain (ii).
Lemma 1.10. Let k>0 and j=(ji, ■■■,jn), Ji^N0, and let 0<s<A for
some fixed A. Then
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S snexp(―ks＼j＼)<C
j<ENnQ
where C is independent of s and ＼j＼is a Euclidean norm.
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Proof. Note that Vnf/I ^2L /* for J<^No and that the function x/(l
exp( ―&x)) is strictlyincreasing for x>0. If 0<s<^4 then
S sreexp ( ―ks＼j＼)
^ S sexp(― ksj＼/Vn)X ･･･ X S sexp(―ksjn/Vn)
=(
2s
1―exp( ―ks/Vn)
)■
<(
M v
＼l-exp(-~kA/ Jn)J
Proof of Theorem 1.8. Choose h, k>0 such that h>max{hu h2, 2V2 }
and ^<min{yfe1, k2). Let fs(x)=J}j<p(x―js)sn<p(js), s>0. By Lemma 1.9 we
shall show that for any £>0 there exists a constant <5>0 such that if s<d then
(1.4)
(1.5)
sup＼fs(x)―(p*(p(x)＼exp k＼x＼<s
sup|/,(£)-^£)|exp(2V2i£|/afc)<e
where a>2V2. From now on we take a =4 a/2. Choose k' such that k<k'<
min {ku kz).
If s<A then /,GfftJ1 by Lemma 1.10. In fact,
I J S I ft, fe'^ Zj
(x-js)＼sn＼<Kjs)＼
/j|af|a!
- exp k' I x― is lexp k' ＼js
^C2sBexp(-(fc2-fc')l/s|)
i
where Mi is independent of s<A. Similarly we obtain ^>*0e2r/iik>. For any
£>0 choose i?=i?£>0 such that
exp(-(k'-k)R)<e, exp(-y(
1
_ *)*)<･
Thus for all s<A we obtain
(1.6) sup ＼f,(x)―<p*<p(x)＼expk＼x＼<L sup(|/s(x)| + ＼<p*(p(x)＼)expk ＼x
IxiSfl ＼X＼H,R
^C supexp {― k'＼x|)exp k＼x＼
＼x＼>R
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<>Cexp(-(k'-k)R)
£Ce.
Note that for any s>0 the function fs{x) is continuouson the compact set
{x＼＼x＼^R}and the sequence {fs＼0<s<A} is bounded and equicontinuous.In
fact,for ＼x＼^Rwe have
(1.7) |/,|^C/Sexp(-£1|x-./s|)sBexp(-fc8|/s|)
j
^M2
where M2 is independent of s<A. The last inequality is also obtained by
Lemma 1.10. Also, for any s>0 there exists <5i>0 such that if |xx ―x2＼<d1
then
(1.8) I /≪(*i)―/.(**) I = SI (p(x1-js)-(p(x2-js) I sn i(p(js) I
= &＼V<pte)＼＼x1-xt＼sn＼<p(js)＼
j
£ M＼xl ― x2＼
where the second inequalityis obtained from (1.7). Thus, by Arzela-Ascoli's
theorem we obtain that for ＼x＼^R the sequence {/s} converges uniformly to
<p*<p(x),i.e.,for any s>0 there exists<52>0such thatif s<d2 then
(1.9) sup ＼fs(x)―<p*(p(x)＼expk＼x＼<£
If d=mm{A, d2} then (1.4) is obtained from (1.6)and (1.9). On the other hand,
if #,(£)=2./sn exp (―i(js)'i~)<p(js)we obtain for some B>0 the sequence {^s|0<s
<B} is bounded and equicontinuous as (1.7) and (1.8). Thus for |£|;Si?the
sequence {gs} converges uniformly to ${£),i.e., for any s>0 there exists ds>0
such that if s<d2 then
(1.10) sup ＼g,($)-$($)＼<e
From the above fact we obtain (1.5). In fact,if s<<5=min {<53,B) then
(1.11) sup |/,(≪-^*0(£)|exp(!£|/2/i)
= sup ＼%<p(%)exp(-iUs-$))sn<J>Us)-<p($U($)＼exp(＼$＼/2h)
5 i
£sup|#e)|exp(iei/2/≫)ltf.($W(0l
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^Csupexp(-|(f-|)|£|W£)-^)i
iSisb v 2 v/zj It/ /
+c sup exp
IfISB
(-1(1-
V 2 V/zx j)iei)(i*.(£)i
+ i#0i)
^C'sup＼gs($)-$($)＼+Cexp
IfISfl
which completes the proof.
(
"~2
(
'hrj
)R)
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Theorem 1.11. // MGff'^") then u*Et converges to u in 3＼Rn) as t-^Q+.
Proof. We note that u(<p)―u*(p(0) if <p^3(Rn) and <j>(x)=<p(―x). This
gives
(u*EtX<F)=(.u*Et)*$(O)=u*(Et*#)(O)=u(Et*<p).
By Theorem 1.6 Et*(p converges to <p in <3{Rn) as f-*0+. So it follows that
(u*Et)((I>) converges to u(<p) as claimed.
§2. Main Theorem
We are now in a positionto stateand prove the Schwartz kernel theorem
for the space ff'.
Theorem 2.1. // K<=<$'(RnixRnz) then a linear map JC determined by
(2.1) <J(<p,<py=K((pR<p), <p(B<3{Rni), ^eg-(K"2)
is continuous in the sense that Jiifj converges to 0 in S-'iR71^ if <pj converges to 0
in 3(Rnz). Conversely, for every such linear map ,X there is one and only one
Fourier hyper function K such that (2.1) is valid.
Proof. If K<=3'(RnixRn2) then (2.1) defines a Fourier hyperfunction %<p,
since the map <p―>K(<J)<S)<p)is continuous. Also JC is continuous, since the map <p―≫
K((p<S><p) is continuous.
Let us now prove the converse. We first prove the uniqueness, i.e., if
u(4>R<p)=Q for (p(E3(Rni), <ptEZ(Rn*),
then w=0 in 3r/(/2BiX/2B≪).
It follows from Theorem 1.11 that u*Et converges to u in S'(Rn) as i-^0+.
However, u*Et=0, since Et(xi―yu x2―y2) is the product of a function of yt
and one of y2. Hence m=0 in EF'.
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We now prove the existence. Since Ji is continuous, the
£Fhl.fcl(/2Bi)Xffft2.*g(flB*)
{(b,<p). <Jiw,(by
bilinear form on
is separately continuous, therefore continuous, since 3hik is a Frechet space for
all h, k>0. Hence we obtain that there is a constant C{hx, ku h2, k2) such that
(2.2) ＼<JC<p,(p}＼^C＼<p＼hhkl＼<p＼k2,k2.
Set for (Xl, x2)^RniXRn* and small t>0
(2.3) Kt(xu xl)=<JiEt,i{xi--), Et,x(xi-')>
where Et,j{x})is the nrdimensional heat kernel.
We now show that Kt has a limit in 1'(RnixRni) as t-^0, and then show
that (2.1) is also satisfiedby the limit. It follows from (2.2) and Corollary 1.4
that for every s>0 there exists a constant Ce>0 such that
＼Kt(xu x2)＼<Ceexpe(l/t+＼x＼).
Since
dEt/dt=AxEt, t>0
we have
dKt/dt=AxKt.
It follows from Theorem 1.5 that there exists a limit Kq<=1' such that Kt con-
verges to Ko in 3'(RnixRn*).
Let (pjGi{Rnj), j=l, 2 and form
We have
re
(Kt, (piR(p2> = ＼＼Kt{xl, Xi)(pl{xl)ipi(yx2)dxidx2.
re
＼＼Kt{xu x2)<pl(x1)(pz(x2)dx1dx2
rr
= U<≪XEt,2(-― x2)</>2(x2), Et,i(--x1)(p1(x1)}dx1dx2
Approximating the above integral by the Riemann sum we obtain from Lemma
1.8 that
(Kt, <pi<g><p2>=<<K(<pz*Et,2),9>i*£t,i>.
Since (pj*Etj converges to <pjin 3(Rnj) as if―>0,it follows from (2.2) that the
right hand side converges to (J((p2,<pi}as t-+0. Thus
(Ko, (p1<gxp2)=(j(<p2,<pty
which completes the proof.
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